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1. Introduction



 Nearly 140,000 tons in 2016

 90% for the whole farmed production

 Fujian produced 80% whole production 

 Annual output of about 3 billion

 1% production vs 15% value

Abalone industry in China

 Main species: Pacific abalone

 China is the largest producer and 

consumer of abalone

Haliotis discus hannai



1）Convenient temperature

2）Rich feed

3）Many inner bays

Advantages of abalone culture in Fujian

Inner bays

Abalone migration

Harvest of kelp



Summer mortality

Highest temperature (30 ℃)

Rapid fluctuation

Environment stress

High temperature

August

Water temperature



Hypoxia

Overload area

Relationship of temperature and DO

 Stocking density, red tide et al.

 High temperature

 Cage + Fresh Seaweed

“Cage + Seaweed” mode

N: Nitrogen

A: Air



Low salt and acidification

Haliotis diversicolor

H. discus hannai

Fresh water (typhoon, rainstorm)

Acidification (anthropogenic 

influence)

It is urgent to accelerate study on stress resistance breeding of abalone.



Assessment

In situ
Survival 

rate
Complex 
factors

Laboratory

Survival 
(LC50)

Population

Physical

Dissection

Molecular

Disadvantage

Common methods for assessing impacts 

from environment stress

The breeding study wanted an accurate, nonfatal and individual 

measurement for evaluating the stress tolerance



1. The physiological performance of ectothermic organisms is sensitive to

environmental temperature variation and relates to organism’s thermal tolerance.

2. The thermal-tolerance windows of ectothermic organisms are determined by the

effects of temperature change on the ability to maintain an adequate aerobic scope.



Arrhenius equation：k=Ae（-Ea/RT）

ln（k）=ln（A）-Ea/R*(1/T)
A simple relationship between reaction rate and temperature

Stillman & Somero，1996 Dong & Williams，2011

ABT

Arrhenius Breakpoint Temperature (ABT)

Whether is this method suitable for the abalone?



2. Methods and Results



Thermometer

Infrared sensor Amplifier

Powerlab

Water bath

Equipment

The schematic drawing of equipment for 

measurement of ABT



Heart rate of air exposure

DD：H. discus hannai；GG：H. gigantea

When the sensor was fixed to the shell, the abalone was exposure to

air. And a slow but regular pulsation was observed. The heart rate

was 15 beats/min for DD sample and 20 beats/min for GG sample.



Heart rate at different temperatures

A: 20.0 ℃, B: 27.0 ℃, C: 30.4 ℃, D: 32.3 ℃. Blue：DD，Green：GG.

54 beats/min

58 beats/min

73 beats/min

74 beats/min

44 beats/min

54 beats/min

11 beats/min

21 beats/min

Arrhythmia



Arrhenius curve

The ABT for cardiac performance were determined using

regression analyses to generate the best fit line on both sides of a

putative break point

ABT



As the acclimation temperature increased, the ABTs were also increased. A

significant difference was observed between 16 ℃ and 20 ℃, 22 ℃. And

20℃ was chosen as the acclimation temperature for follow-up experiment.

The effect of acclimation temperature on ABT

acclimation temperature (℃) 



Heating rate Size

Gender Starvation

1 ℃/10min 1 ℃/20min 1 ℃/30min > 7.0 cm < 5.5 cm

Male Female 1 d 3 d 7 d



The ABTs for three populations were 30.00±1.23 ℃ (DD), 31.30±1.52℃

(GG) and 32.50±0.71℃ (GD), which indicated the GD had the best tolerance

The heat tolerance of different lines measured by ABT

Sample: Haliotis discus hannai

(DD), H. gigantean (GG) and

hybrid (GD).

Method: Acclimation temperature

(20℃), heating rate (1℃/10min).



A. Water temperature in Haikou B. Survival rate for DD, GG and GD

The verification of results of ABT assessment

The average temperature was over 31 ℃ in July, August and September. The

survival rates were nearly 10% and 50% for GG and GD, while no DD

individuals was survival after one year culture.



The lethal temperature（LT50）for DD, GG and GD

Recovery time DD GG GD

0H 32.30 ± 0.33a 32.62 ± 0.37ab 33.06 ± 0.39b

2H 32.15 ± 0.28a 32.50± 0.31ab 32.84 ± 0.30b

6H 32.05 ± 0.22a 32.36 ± 0.30ab 32.71 ± 0.26b

24H 31.84 ± 0.22a 32.25 ± 0.27ab 32.54 ± 0.36b

LT50 decreased along with the

increasing recovery time. There

was no significant difference

among the 3 groups. But the

difference between DD and GD

was significant.



Temperature
DD GG GD

P
Total Death Total Death Total Death

20 °C 30 0 30 0 30 0 NaN

31 °C 30 2 30 0 30 0 0.131

32 °C 30 26 30 6 30 2 <0.001

33 °C 30 30 30 30 30 28 0.0004

Kaplan–Meier cumulative survival curves for DD, GG and GD

At 32 ℃，Mortality rates in DD

were more than 80%, while they were

20% in GG and only 6.7% in GD.

The mortality rate of DD was also

significantly higher than the other

groups when the animal exposed to

33°C temperature and only two GD

individuals survived after 6 d.



Critical thermal maximum (CTM) trials for DD, GG and GD

DD GG GD

First one 30.7℃ 31.5℃ 31.5℃

Last one 34.7℃ 34.9℃ 35.6℃

CT50（℃） 32.50±0.30a 33.01±0.32ab 33.45±0.36b

The results showed that CT50 value of GG and GD

were slightly greater than DD and the difference was

significant among the three groups (F(2,6) = 6.367, P =

0.033), which was similar to the ABT’s



1. When exposured to 20, 29

and 32 ℃, the levels of hsp

70 and hsp 90 mRNA,

increased at first and then

declined for Pacific abalone.

2. At high temperature (32

℃), the expression of hsp 70

and hsp 90 remained high

for GG and GD. This may

be one reason for GG and

GD having better heat

tolerance.

20℃ 29℃ 32℃

Levels of hsp 70 and hsp 90 mRNA in 

mantle at different temperatures

The expression of HSP70 and HSP90

a a a
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All the experiments show the same results. The heat

tolerance were in the order : GD > GG > DD.

The Arrhenius Breakpoint Temperature has been proven to

be a credible method for assessment of abalone’s heat

tolerance.

Summary: 



3. Advantage and Disadvantage



Methods

LT50 CT50 Survival Curve ABT HSP

Quantitate or not Yes Yes No Yes No

Sample Population Population Population Individual Individual

Size > 2cm > 2cm > 2cm > 3cm > 2cm

Period Short Short Long Short Long

Survival rate Low Median Low High None

Comparison among different methods



4. Application



The heat tolerance of different populations/families 

measured by ABT

Population

ab ab
ab

a
b



ab a

b b
aba

b

DD: Haliotis discus hannai, GG: H. gigantea, FF: H. fulgens. 

The heat tolerance of hybrids measured by ABT

The hybrids had the better heat tolerance than their parent lines



The cardiac performance under different conditions 

Salinity

As the DO declined, the heart rate remained stable at first and it dropped abruptly

when the DO was below a critical value.

As the salinity declined, the heart rate kept declining. While, there was also

breakpoint existing.



The Arrhenius Breakpoint Temperature has been proven to

be a credible method for assessment of abalone’s heat

tolerance.

The advantages (non-lethal, individual measurement) of

ABT make it suitable for breeding study.

The cardiac performance may be used for the assessment of

other stress tolerance, such as hypoxia or low-salinity.

Conclusion: 
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